Peugeot ludix wiring diagram

This page has been developed to aid in the use of Peugeot wiring diagrams. The description will
show how they use three sections to use when looking at a circuit. This description applies to
diagrams introduced during the early 's. The 'Schematic' diagram is the diagram that is first
used to identify and understand the operation of the circuit in question. The following
information is provided in the diagram: Supplies and earths, component numbers along with its
internal operation and their direct connectors including pin numbers and connector description.
They also show the wire numbers and any additional equipment that may be attached to the
circuit. The 'Wiring' diagram is the diagram that shows the whole circuit in its layout and
includes any harness interconnectors and splices. The following information is provided in the
diagram: Supplies and earths, interconnection, splices, harnesses, components and wire
numbers. The 'Installation' diagram is the diagram that shows the location of the harnesses and
components and all splices and earths etc, in the vehicle. Identification of the components is
done by a 4 digit code. The first 2 digits identify the 'Family' or 'group' the component belongs
to, the last 2 digits identify the component specifically. Warning or indicator lamps are
specifically coded with a prefix of the letter 'V' followed by the 4 digit code. Diagnostic
connectors are prefixed by the letter 'C' followed by the 4 digit code. Connectors are coded
slightly differently. The connector of a component will show the number of channels it contains
followed by its colour. An interconnection will have a specific code which will start 'IC' and then
carry 2 digits which identify its area of fitment, followed by the same information as the
component connector. Earth points are identified by the letter 'M' followed by a 3 digit number
which will increase as the position moves away from the front of the vehicle. Wire numbers like
components carry 'family' or group information in a 4 character code. Below is a list of specific
prefix characters for supply wires:. When a wire number has a letter at the start, the next 2 digits
indicate the fuse number that it has come from. The last number is the specific identifier for the
wire. When the wire number has no letters the the first 2 digits identify the 'family' or group and
the last 2 digits indentify the wire itself. Please don't hold me responsible for miss-guided
information and don't relate this information to earlier vehicle diagrams. Forums New posts
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company was engaged in the production of bicycles, which provided good profits for
subsequent investments in the creation of new car models. In , a new prestigious coupe model
was introduced, which became a joint creation with the same Pininfarina studio. In , it was
announced that it would conclude an agreement with one of its main competitors, the Renault
concern, which became Peugeot 's technological partner for a long 14 years. In the course of
cooperation, 6-cylinder 2. Thus, the Peugeot leadership got a popular brand at its disposal,
which had a number of patents and developments. In addition, a successful acquisition
provided the company with a real racing team, which was part of one of Citroen 's subsidiaries the Maserati brand. Only six months later, in , Maserati was sold, which allowed the new
Peugeot Citroen concern to avoid a crisis. In , the combined company Peugeot Citroen bought
out the European division of the American concern Chrysler , since it was on the verge of
bankruptcy due to the inability to compete with European brands. However, the concern
suffered only serious losses from this acquisition, which led to the onset of a long crisis and
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History of Peugeot Cars. Peugeot was founded in Engine Air cooling Bore x stroke Oil and fuel
This machine is designed to run on super 95 or 98 unleaded fuel The oil to use for the separate
lubrication system is semi-synthetic oil. The air pipe between the air pump and the exhaust has
specific heat resistance properties. In case of replacement, an original pipe must be fitted. For
machines equipped with a battery, the instrument panel oil warning light comes on when the
ignition is turned on and then goes off when the engine starts ; this means that the lubrication
system warning light and electrical circuit are operational. Tightening torques Body panels:
Bottom panel 0. Frame: Front wheel spindle nut 6 m. Standard: Nut and bolt 5 mm diameter 0.
Special tools: Designation Reference Hose clamp Steering column wrench Oil circuit bleeding
harness Main harness 2. Front brake cable 3. Rear brake cable 4. Throttle cable 5. Speedometer
cable 6. Horn 7. Regulator 8. Fuse 9. Battery Oil pump control unit HT coil Oil pump Starter
motor relay CDI ignition unit. Cable sheath guide B. Clip for positioning the harness on the
frame C. Clip D. Plastic tie. Removal of the front leg shield Procedure 1 - Disconnect the
speedometer cable from the drive system - Unclip the front mudguard cable clip - Remove the
leg shield 4 fixing bolts 1. Removal of the rear leg shield Procedure 2 - Remove the front leg
shield see procedure 1 - Remove the rear leg shield 4 fixing bolts 1. Remove the ignition switch
key - Unclip the rear leg shield from the footboard assembly A - Remove the rear leg shield.
Removal of the floor assembly Procedure 3 - Remove the rear shield panel see procedure 2 Remove the shock absorber trim 1 1 screw - Remove the rear side fairings 2 2 screws each.
Removal of the lower panel - Remove the floor assembly see procedure 3 - Unhook the lower
panel 1 from the frame. Removal of the handlebar Procedure 4 - Remove the rear shield panel
see procedure 2 - Disconnect the RH and LH flashers from the main harness - Remove the
handlebar front cover 4 fixing bolts 1. Removal of the fork or cone, cups, lower ball cage Remove the rear shield panel see procedure 2 - Remove the front mudguard 1 - Slacken the
front wheel spindle nut 2 - Remove the 2 front brake caliper bolts 3 - Suspend the front caliper
without disconnecting it - Remove the front wheel. Note: it is recommended to check that the
ball cages, raceway and steering cone are in good condition and to replace them if necessary.
Self-lubricating lower ball cage 2. Upper ball cage 3. Adjustable cone 4. Rubber washer 5.
Locknut 6. Removal of the front brake hydraulic hose - Remove the rear shield panel see
procedure 2 - Remove the handlebar front cover 4 fixing bolts - Remove the handlebar front
cover - Protect any plastics which may be exposed to brake fluid splashes - Remove the screws
1 from the hydraulic hose to the master cylinder and to the brake caliper - Remove the brake
hydraulic hose. Removal of the rear brake cable - Remove the rear shield panel see procedure 2
- Remove the handlebar front cover - Remove the brake cable 1. Note: - When refitting, first
insert the cable into the guide 2 and take it out through the battery cover at A. Removal of the oil
and fuel tank assembly or the tap - Remove the fixing bolt 1 from the saddle and the tank Remove the saddle - Remove the tank assembly rear fixing nut 2. Note: Using a clean cloth,
protect the pump against dirt splashes When refitting, bleed the oil pump according to the
recommended method. Removal of the ignition switch - Remove the rear shield panel see
procedure 2 - Disconnect the ignition switch - Remove the tamperproof bolt 1 using an adapted
tool - Remove the ignition switch. Removal of the voltage regulator or high-tension coil Remove the battery cover 1 screw - Disconnect and remove the battery 1 screw - Disconnect
and remove the voltage regulator 1 or the high-tension coil 2 1 screw each from the battery
cover. Removal of the starter motor relay or CDI module, fuse, oil pump control unit - Remove
the battery cover 1 screw - Disconnect the battery - Disconnect and remove the element
concerned 1 from the battery cover. Note: All these elements are placed in supports which are
integrated in the battery compartment. Note: On Ludix basic version, the throttle cable is a cable
adjusted and cut according to the customer's requirements, connected to the turning handle
The cable must be changed each time it is removed. Removal of the horn - Remove the floor
assembly see procedure 3 - Disconnect the horn 1 - Remove the horn. Removal of the exhaust
Procedure 5 - Disconnect the air pipe 1 from the exhaust - Remove the 2 exhaust nuts on the
cylinder nose - Remove the 2 fixing bolts 2 from the exhaust and the stiffener plate 3 on the
engine casing - Remove the exhaust. Note: The 2 exhaust fixing bolts on the engine casing are
pre-coated with locking compound and must be changed when they are removed, including the
exhaust seal at cylinder end. Removal of the oil pump - Remove the oil pump 1 fixing bolt Disconnect the oil pump connecting pipes - Disconnect the oil pump - Remove the oil pump.
Note: The oil pump circuit must be bled according to the specified procedure each time a work

is carried out on the lubrication system. Note: The procedure starts with a slow pumping during
minutes, followed by a faster pumping during 30 seconds. During the bleeding procedure, the
instrument panel oil warning light flashes as the pump is activated and stays on at the end of
the bleeding. During bleeding, ensure the oil flows regularly and there are no air bubbles in the
pipe Otherwise, repeat the operation. During bleeding, ensure the oil flows regularly and there
are no bubbles in the pipe Otherwise, repeat the operation. Removal of the magneto flywheel
armature - Remove the exhaust see procedure 5 - Remove the battery cover 1 screw Disconnect and remove the battery 1 screw - Disconnect the armature from the main harness in
the lower panel. Note: See the 50cc Engine, Horizontal Cylinder, IAE workshop manual for
removal of the cooling volute, magneto flywheel rotor and armature. Removal of the starter
motor - Remove the battery cover 1 screw - Disconnect and remove the battery 1 screw Disconnect the starter motor from the main harness in the lower panel, from the battery cover Remove the starter motor 1 2 bolts - Remove the starter motor. Removal of the carburettor
Procedure 6 - Remove the shock absorber trim - Remove the LH side fairing - Close the fuel tap
- Disconnect the air pipe 1 from the air filter housing 2 - Remove the air filter housing 1 screw
and 1 clip. Removal of the inlet coupling and valves - Remove the carburettor see procedure 6.
Removal of the cylinder and piston - Remove the floor assembly see procedure 3 - Remove the
exhaust see operation 5. Note: See the 50 cc Engine, Horizontal Cylinder, IAE workshop manual
for removal of the cylinder cover, cylinder head, cylinder and piston. Removal of the engine
mounting linkrod - Remove the shock absorber trim 1 screw - Remove the side fairings 2 screws
each - Remove the shock absorber lower mount 1 - Suspend the rear of the machine - Remove
the 2 linkrod fixing pins 2 - Remove the engine mounting linkrod. Note: When refitting, ensure
correct positioning of the rubber bump stop of the engine mounting linkrod. Removal of the
main harness - Remove the floor assembly see procedure 3 - Remove the handlebar front cover.
Removal of the power unit - Remove the battery cover - Disconnect and remove the battery Disconnect the choke, suppressor, ignition rotor and starter motor depending on model from
the main harness - Close the fuel tap. Removal of the engine - Remove the rear mudguard Remove the exhaust - Remove the rear wheel - Remove the stand - Remove the kickstart pedal Remove the air filter housing - Remove the carburettor. This method is used only when
changing the frame only, with the removal of several assemblies When changing the frame due
to an accident, the method must be completed by the repair or replacement of damaged items.
Note: Once the steering play has been assembled and tightened according to the recommended
torques, check for correct steering functional clearance. Note: Test all electrical functions of the
machine Carry out a road test to check the machine as a whole. Reproduction or translation,
even partial, are forbidden without the written consent of Peugeot Motocycles. Open navigation
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